We consider the total weighted completion time minimization for the two-parallel capacitated machines scheduling problem. In this problem, one of the machines can process jobs until a certain time T1 after which it is no longer available. The other machine is continuously available for performing jobs at any time. We prove the existence of a strongly Fully Polynomial Time Approximation Scheme (FPTAS) for the studied problem, which extends the results for the unweighted version Mathematics Subject Classification. 90C59, 90C39, 90B35.
More precisely, the considered problem consists in scheduling n jobs on two parallel machines where one of these machines is not available after time T 1 . The other machine is continuously available for processing jobs at any time. The objective is to elaborate a feasible schedule by minimizing the total weighted completion time. The problem can be denoted as 2, h 1,∞ ||w j C j , where h 1,∞ denotes the non-availability constraint of the first machine. Given the aim of this paper, we recall some related works on the unweighted version of the studied problem. In [14] , Lee and Liman elaborated a 3/2-approximation algorithm. In [15] , Liao et al. introduced some upper and lower bounds and proposed a branch-and-bound procedure for the same problem. It is worthnoting that other general approximation methods can be used to elaborate an FPTAS for close problems (for example, see Kellerer and Strusevich [11] , Kovalyov and Kubiak [13] , Woeginger [19] ). Despite these interesting methods, the time complexity will not be strongly polynomial without adapted upper and lower bounds for the approximate values of some variables used in these algorithms. In contrast to the technique by Woeginger [19] , the introduction of these bounds leads to a reduced time complexity. Recently, Kacem et al. [5] proposed an FPTAS that can be implemented in a strongly polynomial time for the unweighted case (2, h 1,∞ ||C j ). The unconstrained version of the problem (2||w j C j ) has been studied by [16] who established the existence of an FPTAS with a strongly polynomial time.
To summarize, Table 1 compares the results of our paper to the best recent ones of the literature and it shows the interest of our approach.
Remarks: the value |I| mentioned in Table 1 in the time complexity obtained by applying Woeginger's approach [19] represents the input size. In our case, it can be bounded by O(n log max j {p j , w j }). It is worthy to note that from the dynamic programming described in Section 3, we can establish that Woeginger's approach can leads to the existence of an FPTAS of O(|I| 3 n 3 /ε 2 ) time (see [19] for more detail). Moreover, the formulation of the considered problem can be reduced to an instance of the symmetric quadratic knapsack problem for which Kellerer and Strusevich [11] established an FPTAS, improved later by Xu [20] with the complexity mentioned in Table 1 (O(n 4 log log n + n 4 /ε 2 )). The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the problem formulation is presented. Then, a dynamic programming algorithm is described in Section 3. The proposed FPTAS for the total weighted completion time minimization problem is discussed in Section 4. Section 5 is devoted to present the numerical experiments and to discuss the results. Finally, Section 6 is a conclusion in which some perspectives are introduced.
Weighted completion time minimization on capacitated two-parallel machines
The problem consists in scheduling n jobs on two-parallel machines, with the aim of minimizing the total weighted completion time (i.e., the total weighted flow-time since all the jobs are ready for processing at time 0). The first machine is only available for a given period of time [0, T 1 ] (i.e., after T 1 it can no longer process any job). This parameter T 1 is known in advance. The second machine is continuously available. Every machine can process at most one job at a time. Every job j is characterized by a processing time p j and a weight w j . Without loss of generality, we consider that all data are integers and that jobs are indexed according to the W SP T rule:
Due to the dominance of the W SP T rule, an optimal solution is composed of two subsets (one subset for each machine) of jobs scheduled in nondecreasing order of their indexes (see [18] ). In Figure 1 , we present a feasible schedule for a 7-job instance characterized by the following data:
In the remainder of the paper, we denote by Q the studied problem, by F * (Q) the minimal sum of the weighted completion times for problem Q and by F S (Q) the sum of the completion times of schedule S for problem Q. Some necessary standard definitions related to the approximation field are recalled for self-consistency: Definition 2.1. A ρ-approximation algorithm for a problem of minimizing an objective function ϕ is an algorithm such that for every instance π of the problem it gives a solution S π verifying ϕ(S π )/ϕ(OP T π ) ≤ ρ where OP T π is the optimal solution of π. Moreover, ρ is called the worst-case bound of the above algorithm.
Definition 2.2.
A class of (1+ε)-approximation algorithms represents an FPTAS, if its running time is bounded by a polynomial function in 1/ε and the instance size for every ε > 0. It is well-known that an FPTAS is the best possible result for an NP-hard problem unless P = NP. Proof. We relax the non-availability constraint (i.e., we assume that the first machine is continuously available). Then, the relaxed problem has an FPTAS of a strongly polynomial time according to [16] . Let σ 1 be the obtained schedule by applying such an FPTAS for the relaxed problem, B 1 be the completion time of the last job scheduled on the first machine and B 2 denote the completion time of the last job scheduled on the second machine. By assumption we know that
is also a (1+ε)-approximation for the original problem Q. If B 2 ≤ T 1 , then by swapping the two machines, a (1+ε)-approximation schedule σ 1 is obtained such that σ 1 is also feasible for the original problem Q. Thus, the proposition is established.
Based on Proposition 2.4, we limit our investigation to the case where
Dynamic programming procedure
In this section, we show that the studied problem can be optimally solved by applying the following standard dynamic programming procedure B. Such a procedure needs n + 1 iterations in which it creates some sets of states. At every iteration k, a set U k composed of states is generated (0 ≤ k ≤ n). Each state [t, f ] in U k is associated to a feasible schedule for the first k jobs. Variable t denotes the completion time of the last job scheduled on the first machine before T 1 and f is the total weighted completion time of the corresponding schedule. The following algorithm describes the proposed method:
As an illustration of this dynamic programming algorithm, Table 2 depicts the generated states when we apply this method to the instance previously mentioned for the first 4 iterations. It is worthy to note that the time complexity of this algorithm can be bounded by O(nT 1 Z) where Z is an upper bound (on the optimal weighted completion time) obtained by Heuristic H (described in the next section). This complexity can be reduced to O(nT 1 ) if at every iteration k in the algorithm, we only keep for t one state [t, f ] with the smallest value of f . By applying this reduction to the example in Table 2 , we obtain the results in Table 3 . Table 2 . Illustration of Algorithm B. [3, 20] ; [4, 20] ; [1, 23] ; [5, 23] ; [2, 20] ; [3, 20] ; [0, 29]} Table 3 . Illustration of Algorithm B after reduction.
{ [3, 11] ; [1, 8] ; [2, 8] ; [0, 11]} 3 { [6, 29] ; [3, 20] ; [4, 20] ; [1, 23] ; [5, 23] ; [2, 20] ; [0, 29]}
FPTAS

Principle
In this section, we describe the different steps of the proposed FPTAS for solving the studied problem in a strongly polynomial time. Our method extends the one proposed by [5] by using the simplification of the state space generated by Algorithm B.
The FPTAS starts by applying a simple heuristic H to get a feasible schedule in O(n log(n)) time. This heuristic consists in processing all the jobs on the second available machine according to the WSPT order. By comparing F H (Q) to the optimal solution of the relaxation in which the first machine is continuously available, and according to the well-known lower bound (introduced in [1] by Eastman), we can deduce that
n j=1 w j p j . Thus, the following inequality holds:
The [19] . Let us consider an arbitrary ε > 0 and let us define
2)
The interval [0, F H (Q)] is divided into q subintervals of equal-length δ 1 . These subintervals are denoted 2 ,k ] 1≤s≤q of equal length δ 2,k at every iteration k. As a consequence, Algorithm B ε will create a reduced set U k instead of sets U k at every iteration k. This reduction step is illustrated in Figure 2 . The resulted FPTAS can be summarized in the following algorithm: (iii).
Note that the added step in Algorithm B ε with respect to Algorithm B is to reduce the state space and to ensure at the same time the feasibility of solutions by respecting the capacity constraint on the first machine.
A careful comparison of the two algorithms B and B ε leads to the following theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1
The proof is based on the two following lemmas.
Proof. Heuristic H can be computed in O(n log(n)) time. From the construction of Algorithm B ε , at each
2 . In conclusion, the algorithm can be implemented in O(n log(n) + n 3 /ε 2 ) time.
. . , n}), Algorithm B ε creates at least one state [ t, f ] ∈ U k verifying the following conditions:
Proof. We prove the result by induction. For k = 0, U k = U k and the lemma is obvious. Let us assume the result holds until level k − 1 and let us prove it for level k. Consider a state [t, f ] ∈ U k . Two cases can be distinguished: 
It is easy to see by induction that
is an approximate state verifying the two conditions.
is considered at iteration k. Such a state can be eliminated and replaced by an approximate one (θ 1 , θ 2 ) such that
and
Hence, [θ 1 , θ 2 ] is an approximate state verifying the two conditions. In the two cases, the lemma holds. 
Thus, the following inequality can be established:
By using the definition of the WSPT order, we deduce the following relation:
Thus, it can be established that:
Finally, we know that F B ε (Q) ≤ f , which leads to the fact that B ε generates (1 + ε)−schedule in a strongly polynomial time, which demonstrates the result. 
Numerical experiments
In this section, we provide the computational results used to evaluate the performance of the different methods presented above. The tests were carried out on a DELL precision PC, with a processor Intel Core i7-2820QM CPU @2.30 GHz, in the Windows Seven environment. The following paragraphs describe our data-generation methods, the results obtained and our analysis of these experiments.
First set of instances
For the first data generation, the value of ε was fixed to 1/3. For a fixed number of jobs (n), ten instances were randomly generated, such that p i ∈ [1, 600] and w i ∈ [1, 10] according to a discrete uniform distribution. For each instance, the value of T 1 was equal to n * ε * 300 (the value 300 in the last formula is an estimation of the average processing time). Table 4 summarizes the results obtained for this set of instances. It contains the following average data: the number of jobs (n) in the first column, the computation time spent by the DP method in the second column, the computation time spent by the FPTAS in the third column, the objective function F provided by the DP in the fourth column, the objective function provided by the FPTAS in the fifth column, the speed ratio by comparing the DP method and the FPTAS in the sixth column and the relative gap of the same methods in the last seventh column. For this first set of instances it is easy to observe the effectiveness of the DP method compared to the FPTAS. Moreover, we can notice globally that the quality is more or less equivalent between the two methods. This gives the advantage to the DP method thanks to its exact solution. Finally, we can notice that when the number of jobs increases, the FPTAS yields results closer to the optimal solutions.
Second set of instances
For the second data generation, the value of ε was fixed to 1/3. For a fixed number of jobs (n), ten instances were randomly generated, such that p i ∈ [1, 300 000] and w i ∈ [1, 10] according to a discrete uniform distribution. For each instance, the value of T 1 was equal to n * ε * 1500. Table 5 summarizes the results obtained for this set of instances (with the same parameters as in Tab. 4).
In this set of instances we clearly did the choice of the large processing times. According to the obtained results, we can clearly conclude that the FPTAS is very efficient for this set of instances. Here, we have evidence that the approximate solutions yielded by the FPTAS are very close to the optimum. Moreover, the average computation time is more interesting than for the DP method. Finally, as for the first set of instances, we can notice that the FPTAS has an excellent average solution quality and when the number of jobs increases, such a quality increases.
To conclude, the two sets of instances show clearly the interest of the FPTAS and its complementarity to the DP method for a part of possible instances.
Conclusion
In this paper, we study the total weighted completion time minimization for the two-parallel capacitated machines scheduling problem. In this problem, one of the machines can process jobs until a certain time T 1 after which it is no longer available. The other machine is continuously available for processing jobs at every time. In this paper, we prove the existence of a strongly FPTAS. Such an FPTAS is based on the simplification of a dynamic programming algorithm. The result represents an extension of a previous FPTAS proposed to solve the unweighted version by [5] . Moreover, we presented a set of numerical experiments and we discussed the results. One of the important results is the fact that the FPTAS is an effective alternative for instances where the processing times and the availability period length are large, which leads to limit the effectiveness of the dynamic programming algorithm in this case. It is worthy to note that the dynamic programming algorithm remains an efficient method for solving instances with moderate values of processing times and availability period length.
As a possible extension of this work, we hope to improve our results for the studied problem (i.e., to decrease the time complexity). The elaboration of more effective approximation algorithms by combining the proposed technique with other methods (in particular the one proposed by [13] ) seems to be also an interesting perspective.
